
Year 2 Home Learning 

Week commencing 20th April 2020 

 

Hello and welcome back!  

Whether you took a full two-week break from home learning or just a couple of days, I do 
hope that you all managed to enjoy a little bit of a rest over the Easter period. If you were 
lucky enough to share a few Easter treats I hope they were yummy and congratulations if 
there was anything any left beyond Easter Monday!   

A huge THANK YOU and well done for all your hard work so far. Here are some more 
learning ideas for this week. As always, these are simply suggestions based on what we 
would have been learning this week in school. Please don’t feel under any pressure to 
complete the work on this list – you know your children best and you may have better ideas 
of how to engage them in their learning. If you have any questions please contact school 
and I will do my best to help. And don’t forget to send pictures to show me how you are all 
getting on – it’s very quiet here without my AMAZING class! 

Best wishes and thank you for your continued support. 

Jessica Harwood 

  

Maths 

This week we are going to have a look at measurement, in particular measuring length and 
height and then measuring mass (weight.) 

Task 1 – Complete Busy Ants activity book 2A p.23. Before you begin have a quick chat 
about the difference between height, length and width. Children were introduced to metres 
(m) and centimetres (cm) Year 1 but it would be helpful to remind them that there are 
100cm in 1m. 

Task 2 – Have a go at p.24 in activity book 2A. Children are already familiar with the 
greater than (>) and less than (<) symbols used in the second half of the page. 

If you don’t have a ruler or measuring tape at home but you do have access to a printer, 
you can print a 30cm (6 inch) ruler for free at https://printable-ruler.net/ 

Task 3 – Children were also introduced to grams (g) and kilograms (kg) in Year 1 but it 
would be helpful to remind them that there are 1000g in 1kg. 

If you have a set of dial (NOT digital) weighing scales that measure in grams and kilograms 
you could have a go at the Twinkl Estmating and Measuring Challenge Cards. If not, use 
the interactive scales at https://www.teacherled.com/iresources/scales/mass/ for children to 
practise reading masses. It’s best to start with the scale set at 0 – 900g as shown in the 



picture below. This can be changed by clicking on the top blue button on the left of the 
screen and masses can be generated by clicking on the bottom blue button.   

 
https://www.teacherled.com/iresources/scales/mass/ 

 

Task 4 – Have a go at the Measuring Mass activity cards. (These activity cards contain 
instructions on questions to aid reasoning and understanding.) 

Task 5 – If you have time, use what you have learned about measuring length and height to 
create something special! Perhaps you could bake a cake, or cook enough pasta for your 
family to eat for dinner. Or maybe measure your brother or sister’s feet to design them a 
new pair of shoes! 

 

English 

This week we’re going to have a go at making up our own stories based on The Magic 
Paintbrush. I have written a version called The Magic Spoon to give you some ideas of how 
the text can be changed although I’m sure yours will be much better! 😊  

Task 1 – Re-read the story of The Magic Paintbrush and remind yourself of the key events. 
We are going to be writing our own version, so we need to think about the order of events 
in the story so that we can decide what we are going to write. Jot down some answers to 
the following questions to help you plan your story: 

 What is your character’s name and where do they live? 
 What do they love to do? (It should be something that you need a special tool to 

do, just like Chang needed a brush to paint. It could be playing a musical 
instrument, drawing, writing, playing a particular game e.g. football.) 

 What sort of animal does your character help to set free? Think of a special way to 
describe the animal. 

 Who comes to visit your character in their dream? Remember, Chang saved a silver 
fish and a man with a silver cloak gave him the magic paintbrush. What could this 
mean?  

 What does your character do with their special item to help poor people? 



 How could your character trick someone greedy with their magic powers?  

 

Task 2 – Have a look at The Magic Paintbrush FOR INNOVATION document. Today you 
should try and change all the parts of the story written in red, using the ideas you came up 
with yesterday. Please write down the whole story as you go and perhaps when you’ve 
finished you’d like to send me some pictures of your work!  

To make things simple, you can keep all of the black words the same for your story, 
although I would expect some of you to have a go at changing a little more! Maybe there 
are some different verbs that you could use to describe actions or speech, or maybe you’d 
like to change the sentence structure completely?   

Task 3 – Today we’re going to change the parts of the story written in yellow. Remember 
to use your plan from Monday so that your story makes sense. 

Task 4 – Guess what? Today we’re moving on to the green parts of the story! 

Task 5 – Finally we’re going to change the blue parts of the story. Don’t forget to read the 
whole story from beginning to end once you’ve finished to check that it makes sense. Check 
that you have used capital letters at the beginning of each sentence, for names of people 
and places and ‘I’ and check your punctuation. 

 

Spelling 

This week’s focus is the /zh/ sound spelt s or ge, for example in the words ‘television’, ‘usual’ 
or ‘courgette’. 

Task 1 – Sound sheet 

As with previous sheets, children should sound out the word list, ticking those that they 
know the meaning of and circling those that they don’t understand. Some of the vocabulary 
on these sheets is quite complex - we always have fun talking about the words in class but 
there is no need to worry about learning EVERY word! Children then write a sentence (or 
more) using any of the words in the list, checking for correct punctuation. 

Task 2 – Reading text 

Read through the text and identify all the words with this week’s spelling in. It’s always 
useful to ask the children some questions about the text to check their understanding. 

Task 3 – Picture prompt 

Use the picture and the word list to write a sentence (or more) related to the text from task 
2. 

 

 


